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SUMMARY
The spatial discretization of unsteady incompressible Navier–Stokes equations is stated as a system of differ-
ential algebraic equations, corresponding to the conservation of momentum equation plus the constraint due
to the incompressibility condition. Asymptotic stability of Runge–Kutta and Rosenbrock methods applied
to the solution of the resulting index-2 differential algebraic equations system is analyzed. A critical com-
parison of Rosenbrock, semi-implicit, and fully implicit Runge–Kutta methods is performed in terms of
order of convergence and stability. Numerical examples, considering a discontinuous Galerkin formulation
with piecewise solenoidal approximation, demonstrate the applicability of the approaches and compare their
performance with classical methods for incompressible flows.
KEY WORDS: differential algebraic equations; incompressible Navier–Stokes; high-order time integrators;
Runge–Kutta; Rosenbrock; discontinuous Galerkin
1. INTRODUCTION
Because of constraints of computing costs, in the past, development of numerical techniques for
flow simulations has focused mainly on steady state calculations. However, many physical phenom-
ena of interest are inherently unsteady, creating the need for efficient numerical formulations for
unsteady problems, a few examples being separated flows, wake flows, fluid actuators, and maneu-
vering. Good stability properties and high orders of accuracy in time as well as in space are critical
requirements, especially when studying boundary layers, high Reynolds number flows, or flows with
high vorticity.
An important difficulty for the numerical simulation of incompressible flows is that velocity and
pressure are coupled by the incompressibility constraint. Interest in using projection methods to
overcome this difficulty in time-dependent viscous incompressible flows started with the introduc-
tion of fractional-step methods for the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations [1,2]. Following the
original ideas of Chorin and Temam, numerous authors have successfully used fractional-step meth-
ods for incompressible flows (see, for instance, [3–6]). The pressure/incompressibility terms have
to be treated implicitly, whereas the remaining terms, viscous and convective, can be treated either
explicitly, semi-implicitly, or fully implicitly. Nevertheless, although explicit schemes are used at
much lower cost, the number of realistic problems that are amenable to explicit formulation is very
small. In common situations, large variations in element size, required to solve multiple spatial
scales occurring in high Reynolds number flow or in boundary layers, make the use of explicit
*Correspondence to: A. Huerta, Departament de Matemàtica Aplicada III, E.T.S. Ingenieros de Caminos, Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya, Jordi Girona 1, E-08034 Barcelona, Spain.
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time-integration techniques impractical. In such cases, implicit schemes have to be considered
such as implicit fractional step methods, Crank–Nicolson (CN) [7], or generalized-˛ methods [8].
Unfortunately, these classical methods for incompressible flow are at most second-order accurate
in time.
By contrast, high-order time integrators are widely used for compressible flows, such as back-
ward difference multistep methods [9] or high-order Runge–Kutta (RK) methods. In particular, it is
well known that for high-order accurate computations, RK methods present two major advantages
in front of multistep methods: larger stability regions and straightforward implementation of vari-
able time step. Thus, high-order RK methods have been successfully applied to compressible flow
problems, whose spatial discretization (for example, with finite elements or finite volumes) leads
to a system of ODEs [10, 11]. Finally, another alternative to solve the resulting ODE system is to
use mixed explicit/implicit time-integration schemes. These schemes, using an explicit advection
and implicit diffusion, exhibit much broader stability regions compared, for example, with Adams
family schemes, typically used in splitting methods [12].
In this work, the possibilities of using high-order implicit RK (IRK) methods, as well as an alter-
native to RK methods, the Rosenbrock methods, also called Kaps and Rentrop methods [13], for
incompressible flow computations are explored. To that end, the space discretization of the unsteady
incompressible Navier–Stokes equations is interpreted as an index-2 system of differential algebraic
equations (DAE) [14]; that is, a system of ODEs corresponding to the conservation of momentum
equation plus algebraic constraints corresponding to the incompressibility condition. This interpre-
tation has already been considered in [15, 16] for the implementation of third-order and fifth-order
implicit RK methods and in [17] for Rosenbrock.
This paper proposes and thoroughly analyzes a set of time-integration methods especially suited
for incompressible flows. A critical and general comparison, in terms of accuracy and stability, of
semi-implicit and fully implicit RK and Rosenbrock methods is performed: the orders of conver-
gence of these methods for index-2 DAEs are recalled, and a stability analysis for the solution of
the unsteady incompressible Navier–Stokes equations is presented. Among the proposed methods,
specific Rosenbrock and RK methods are recommended for incompressible flow computations, with
both unconditional stability and high-order accuracy. Furthermore, this paper shows that these rec-
ommended methods also stand out from an efficiency point of view when compared with standard
methods, such as CN.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) interior
penalty method (IPM) proposed in [18, 19] for the steady Stokes and Navier–Stokes equations
is extended to the solution of the unsteady Navier–Stokes equations. Section 3 then recalls the
basic concepts of implicit RK and Rosenbrock methods for the solution of index-2 DAEs, moti-
vated by their application to the solution of incompressible flow problems. The methodology
proposed in [20, 21] is then particularized to the stability analysis of RK and Rosenbrock meth-
ods applied to the solution of index-2 DAEs. This index-2 DAE matrix structure arises from the
previous spatial discretization of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations. Numerical exam-
ples are presented in Section 4. They show the applicability of the proposed methods, compare
accuracy and relative computational cost of RK and Rosenbrock methods for index-2 DAEs with
a classical CN scheme, and allow to recommend specific efficient and highly accurate time-
integration methods.
2. DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN FORMULATION FOR THE UNSTEADY
INCOMPRESSIBLE NAVIER–STOKES PROBLEM
LetRnsd be an open-bounded domain, with boundary @ and nsd the number of spatial dimen-
sions. The strong form of the unsteady incompressible Navier–Stokes problem can be written as
@u
@t
 2r.rsu/C rpC .ur/u D f in0,T Œ, (1a)
ru D 0 in0,T Œ, (1b)
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u D uD onD0,T Œ, (1c)
pn C 2.nr s/u D t onN 0,T Œ, (1d)
u.x, 0/D u0.x/ in, (1e)
where @ D D [ N , D \ N D ;, f 2 L2./ is a source term, t the boundary tractions,
u the flux velocity, p its pressure,  the kinematic viscosity, and rs D 1
2
.r C rT /. Note that, in
Equation (1a), the constant density has been absorbed into the pressure and, in Equation (1e), the
initial velocity field u0 is assumed solenoidal.
The discretization of problem (1) following a DG interior penalty formulation [18,19] is presented
in this section. To that purpose, suppose that  is partitioned in nel disjoint subdomains i , with
piecewise linear boundaries @i , which define an internal interface  . The jump  and mean ¹º
operators are defined along the interface  using values from the elements to the left and to the right
of the interface (say, i and j ) and are also extended along the exterior boundary (only values in
 are employed), namely
} D
² }i C}j on  ,
} on @, and ¹}º D
²
i }i Cj }j on  ,
} on @.
Usually i D j D 1=2, but in general, these two scalars are only required to verify i C j D 1;
see, for instance, [18, 22, 23] for more details on the jump and mean definitions.
The following discrete finite element spaces are also introduced
Vh D ¹v 2 ŒL2./nsd I vji 2 ŒPk.i /nsd 8iº
Qh D ¹q 2 ŒL2./I qji 2 ŒPk1.i / 8iº
where Pk.i / is the space of polynomial functions of degree at most k > 1 in i . Finally, in
the following equations, ., / and ., /‡ respectively denote the L2 scalar products in  and in
‡   [ @ [18].
In [19], an IPM was derived for the steady Navier–Stokes equations. Its extension for an unsteady
formulation becomes the following: find uh 2 Vh0,T Œ and ph 2 Qh0,T Œ such that 8 v 2 Vh,
8 q 2Qh and 8 t 20,T Œ8<
:

@uh
@t
, v

C a.uh, v/Cc.uhI uh, v/C b.v,ph/C .¹phº, nv/[D D l.v/
b.uh, q/C .¹qº, nuh/[D D .q, nuD/D ,
(2)
where
a.u, v/ WD .2rsu, rsv/CC11 .n ˝ u, n ˝ v/[D
 .2¹rsu, n ˝ v/[D  .n ˝ u, 2¹rsvº/[D , (3a)
l.v/ WD .f , v/C .t, v/N CC11 .uD , v/D  .n ˝ uD , 2rsv/D , (3b)
c.wI u, v/ WD 1
2
"
 ..wr/v, u/C ..wr/u, v/
C
nelX
iD1
Z
@inN
1
2

.wni /.uext C u/ jwni j .uext  u/
 vd C Z
N
.wn/uvd
#
(4a)
and
b.v,p/ WD 
Z

q rv d. (4b)
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The penalty parameter, a positive scalar C11 of order O.h1/, must be large enough to ensure
coercivity of the bilinear form a ., / [18]. The characteristic mesh size is denoted by h. A stan-
dard upwind numerical flux, see for instance [24], is used for the stabilization of the convective
term c .I , /. In Equation (4a), uext denotes the exterior trace of u taken over the side/face under
consideration, that is,
uext.x/D lim
"!0C
u.x C "ni / for x 2 @i .
Remark 1
Note that in [19], the convective term was defined as
c .wI u, v/ WD  ..w  r/v, u/C
nelX
iD1
Z
@inN
1
2

.w  n/.uext C u/ jw  ni j.uext  u/
  vd
C
Z
N
.w  n/u  vd .
(5)
Nevertheless, when solving the unsteady incompressible Navier–Stokes equations, the original con-
vective term of the strong form .ur/u can be replaced by (ur )u 1
2
(r u)u, which is a legitimate
modification for a divergence-free velocity field [2] and leads to the trilinear convective term defined
in Equation (4a). This guarantees unconditional stability, in the case of an implicit or semi-implicit
time integration [25]. The importance of the choice of this skew-symmetric form will be commented
in Section 3.3.
Following [18, 26, 27], the velocity space Vh is now split into direct sum of a solenoidal part and
an irrotational part Vh D Sh ˚ Ih, where
Sh D
°
v 2 ŒH1./nsd j vji 2 ŒPk.i /nsd , r  vji D 0 for i D 1, : : : ,nel
±
,
Ih 
°
v 2 ŒH1./nsd j vji 2 ŒPk.i /nsd , rvji D 0 for i D 1, : : : ,nel
±
,
see [19] for examples of these spaces and [28] for further details on their construction.
Under these circumstances, IPM problem (2) can be split in two uncoupled problems. The first one
solves for divergence-free velocities and hybrid pressures: find uh 2 Sh0,T Œ and Qph 2 Ph0,T Œ
solution of8<
:

@uh
@t
, v

C aIP .uh, v/C c .uhI uh, v/C . Qph, n  v/[D D lIP .v/
. Qq, n  uh/[D D . Qq,n  uD/D ,
(6)
8v 2 Sh, 8Qq 2 Ph, 8 t 20,T Œ, with the forms defined in Equations (3), (4a), and (4b). Note that
this problem, which has to be solved at each time step, shows an important reduction in the number
of degrees of freedom (DOF) with respect to problem (2), as explained in [19].
The space of hybrid pressures (pressures along the sides in 2D or faces in 3D) is simply the
following:
Ph WD
°
Qp j Qp W  [ D !R and Qp D n  v for some v 2 Sh
±
.
In fact, reference [26] demonstrates that Ph corresponds to piecewise polynomial pressures in
the element sides in 2D or faces in 3D.
The second problem, which requires the solution of the previous one, evaluates interior pressures:
find ph 2Qh0,T Œ such that 8v 2 Ih and 8t 20,T Œ
b .v,ph/D lIP .v/

@uh
@t
, v

 aIP .uh, v/ . Qph, n  v/[D  c .uhI uh, v/ . (7)
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It is important to note that Equation (7) can be solved element by element and pressure is its only
unknown. The second problem, Equation (7), is a postprocessing that allows to compute pressure in
the elements interior, usually at the end of the computation or after the iterations in each time step.
For example, if interior pressure ph needs to be calculated at time tn, Equation (7) is solved at tn,
where @u=@t can be approximated using
@u
@t
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
n
D u
nC2 C 8unC1  8un1 C un2
12t
, for fourth-order accuracy in time. (8)
This choice preserves, for interior pressure recovery, the high order of convergence of hybrid pres-
sure obtained with some RK or Rosenbrock methods (Section 3). Note that here, when interior
pressure is calculated as a postprocessing using Equation (8), two additional iterations are needed
to compute unC1 and unC2. If interior pressure needs to be calculated at each time step, inte-
rior pressure is always computed two steps later than velocity and hybrid pressure. Else, other
approximations can be used, such as
@u
@t
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
n
D u
n  un1
t
, for first-order accuracy in time, (9a)
@u
@t
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
n
D 3u
n  4un1 C un2
2t
, for second-order accuracy in time. (9b)
3. IMPLICIT METHODS FOR UNSTEADY INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS
Here, the space discretization of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations is carried out using a
DG IPM with solenoidal piecewise approximations, as detailed in Section 2. Nevertheless, the algo-
rithms discussed in this work would be equally applicable to other types of discretization schemes,
for example, using classical DG (with non-divergence-free elements or hybrid pressure) or contin-
uous Galerkin. In any case, the space discretization of the unsteady incompressible Navier–Stokes
problem (1) can be written as ´
M Pu C Ku C C.u/u C Gp D f1
GT u D f2
(10)
where M is the mass matrix, K the diffusion matrix, C the convection matrix, G the discrete gradi-
ent/divergence matrix, u and p the vectors of nodal values or approximation coefficients of velocity
and pressure, respectively, Pu denotes the time derivative, and f1 and f2 vectors taking into account
force term and boundary conditions; see Appendix 5 for the implementation of the semidiscretized
forms. This system of nDOF DOF can also be written as² M Pu D F.t , u, p/
0D G.t , u/ (11)
with t 20,T Œ and where
F.t , u, p/D f1  Ku  C.u/u  Gp,
G.t , u/D GT u  f2.
(12)
Note that
@G
@u
@F
@p
D GT M1G is invertible (M is regular and G has full rank), therefore,
Equation (11) is a Hessenberg index-2 DAE system [29].
Differential algebraic equations originate in the modeling of various physical or chemical phe-
nomena and have been deeply studied during the last years [29, 30]. They are classified by their
differential index, that is, the minimum number of times that a DAE system must be differenti-
ated to obtain an ODE. For instance, the discrete incompressible Stokes, Oseen, and Navier–Stokes
equations are index-2 DAE systems.
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Many numerical methods initially defined for ODEs have been adapted to DAEs, as for example,
multistep backward differentiation formulae [31] or RK methods [30]. At first, RK methods were
regarded as poor competitors to multistep methods. The reason was consistent: for most DAEs and
RK methods, the order of convergence obtained was less than the order obtained for ODEs, and the
higher the index, the larger the reduction. Then, however, reference [14] showed that proper RK
methods can form the basis of a competitive code because they are unconditionally stable and can
reach orders of convergence as high as when applied to ODE. An alternative to RK methods are
the Rosenbrock methods, for which order reduction is avoided by using more stages and satisfy-
ing further order conditions, allowing to reach up to third order of convergence for index-2 DAEs
[14, 32–34].
3.1. Implicit and singly diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta methods
An s-stage RK method for the index-2 DAE (11) reads
unC1 D un Ct
sX
iD1
bi li
pnC1 D pn Ct
sX
iD1
biki
(13)
where li and ki are defined as the solution of the system
Mli D F
0
@tn C cit , un Ct sX
jD1
aij lj , pn Ct
sX
jD1
aij kj
1
A (14a)
0D G
0
@tn C cit , un Ct sX
jD1
aij lj
1
A (14b)
for i D 1, ..., s, [14]. Coefficients aij , bi , and ci come from the Butcher array, whose general form
is seen in Table I. Depending on the specific form of the Butcher array, implicit, semi-implicit, or
explicit RK methods are obtained. An RK method is said to be explicit if its Butcher array is strictly
lower triangular, that is, aij D 0 for j > i . Otherwise, the method is implicit (IRK). In particular,
an implicit method is said to be semi-implicit or diagonally implicit (DIRK), if aij D 0 for j > i
and ai i ¤ 0 for some i . If, in addition, all diagonal coefficients (ai i ) are identical, the method is
called singly diagonally implicit (SDIRK). SDIRK are of special interest for a linear problem, as for
example, the Stokes problem, because one may hope to use repeatedly the stored LU-factorization
of the matrix. For nonlinear problems, this can also be an advantage if a simplified Newton method
(conserving the same Jacobian) is used.
This work focuses on fully implicit and semi-implicit methods because of their stability proper-
ties. In fact, explicit RK methods cannot even be used in the form of Equations (13) and (14) for
Hessenberg index-2 DAEs because the resulting system (14) is underdetermined to solve for li and
ki . Nevertheless, in [35], explicit RK methods are applied to DAE, using a different formulation
than Equations (13) and (14). In this case, the order of convergence of explicit RK methods is less
Table I. Butcher array.
c1 a11 a12    a1s
c2 a21 a22    a2s
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
cs as1 as2    ass
b1 b2    bs
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Table II. Orders of convergence for s-stage implicit Runge–Kutta
methods for index-2 DAEs and for ODEs [14, 37].
Method DAE: u error DAE: p error ODE error
Radau IA .t/s .t/s1 .t/2s1
Radau IIA .t/2s1 .t/s .t/2s1
Lobatto IIIC .t/2s2 .t/s1 .t/2s2
DAE, differential algebraic equation; ODE, ordinary differential equation.
Table III. Butcher array for Radau IIA implicit Runge–Kutta (IRK) methods.
than the one reached for a regular ODE. For example, the four-stage explicit RK scheme applied to
the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations in [35] only leads to second-order accuracy for velocity
and pressure when no pressure correction is applied [36].
Table II shows the order of convergence for index-2 DAE (such as the discrete incompressible
Navier–Stokes problem) and for ODE, when considering s-stage Radau IA, IIA, and Lobatto IIIC
methods. Other methods, such as Gauss or Lobatto IIIA, are dismissed because they present higher
order reduction when applied to DAEs with respect to ODEs. As shown in Table II, the best orders
of convergence for velocity and pressure are obtained for a Radau IIA-IRK method, keeping the
order of convergence of velocity for DAEs as high as for ODEs.
Table III shows Butcher diagrams for two-stage and three-stage Radau IIA-IRK methods. Radau
IIA-IRK methods are a special case of IRK methods satisfying the additional property bj D asj
for j D 1,    , s. These methods are called IRK(DAE), and they stand out from all IRK methods
in view of their applicability to DAE because at the last stage, unC1 directly satisfies the constraint
G.tnC1, unC1/ D 0. Because of this additional property, two-stage and three-stage Radau IIA-IRK
are selected among fully implicit RK methods to be compared from accuracy and cost points of
view in Section 4.1.
Note that the solution of an index-2 DAE system, such as Equation (11), with a fully implicit
s-stage RK method requires solving a nonlinear system of equations of dimension snDOF at each time
step, where nDOF is the number of DOF in Equation (11). An alternative to reduce the computational
cost would be to use an SDIRK method.
For instance, Table IV shows the Butcher diagram for two-stage, three-stage, and five-stage
SDIRK methods. The computational effort in implementing semi-implicit methods is substantially
less than for a fully implicit method, indeed s systems of dimension nDOF must be solved, instead of
a problem of dimension snDOF for the fully implicit scheme.
Unfortunately, SDIRK methods do not reach high orders of convergence, as illustrated in Table V.
Unlike for ODE problems, increasing the number of stages of SDIRK methods does not improve
the order of convergence for index-2 DAE systems. The order of convergence of SDIRK meth-
ods for an index-2 DAE system is limited to 2 for velocity and 1 for pressure, for two, three, or five
stages.‡ Note that, this is exactly the same order as the classical CN scheme, which has considerably
‡Norsett [38] conjectured and presented some evidence indicating that for any s even number greater than two, no SDIRK
method exists with order s C 1 for an ODE. That is why no four-stage method appears in Table V.
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Table IV. Butcher array for singly diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta
(SDIRK) methods.
Table V. Orders of convergence for singly diagonally implicit Runge–
Kutta methods of Table IV for index-2 DAEs and for ODEs [14, 37].
Number of stages DAE: u error DAE: p error ODE error
2 2 1 3
3 2 1 4
5 2 1 4
DAE, differential algebraic equation; ODE, ordinary differential equation.
less computational cost (one system of dimension nDOF at each time step), so the choice of SDIRK
methods is dismissed.
Although standard SDIRK methods cannot satisfy high-order conditions for index-2 problems,
their reduced cost make them very interesting compared with fully implicit schemes. To increase
the order of the first calculated stage, it is possible to use the solution from the previous step to
provide additional information. That is, an explicit first stage with c1 D 0 and a11 D 0 is added
[39–41]. With this modification, formally, this method should be classified as a DIRK scheme.
Table VI shows the coefficients satisfying the order conditions for a four-stage DIRK method to
reach third order for velocity and second order for pressure.
Thus, in this work, fully implicit two-stage Radau IIA-IRK method and four-stage DIRK meth-
ods, both third-order methods, are first chosen among other RK methods for the solution of incom-
pressible flow problems. Section 4.1 explores if a two-stage method involving systems of equations
Table VI. Butcher array for
four-stage diagonally implicit
Runge–Kutta method.
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of size 2nDOF is more or less efficient than a four-stage method involving systems of equations of
size nDOF. Furthermore, three-stage Radau IIA-IRK method, which is expected to be fifth order, is
contemplated to study if the extra cost of the extra stage is compensated by the higher accuracy
obtained. These methods are all compared in terms of accuracy and relative computational cost
with the classical CN method in Section 4.1. In the following section, a third-order Rosenbrock
formulation is presented, completing the panel of third-order methods.
3.2. Rosenbrock methods
Originally thought for stiff problems, Rosenbrock methods can be derived from SDIRK meth-
ods and avoid the solution of nonlinear systems. At each time step, u and p are updated using
the same formulation as in standard RK method (Equation (13)), but in this case, li and ki are
solution of a linearized system of equations. To derive Rosenbrock formulation, consider first the
non-autonomous system (11); it is made autonomous by adding @t=@t D 1, then the SDIRK method
is applied
8ˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆ<
ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆˆˆ
:
Mli D F
0
@tn Ct sX
jD1
aij tj , u
n Ct
sX
jD1
aij lj , pn Ct
sX
jD1
aij kj
1
A
0D G
0
@tn Ct sX
jD1
aij tj , u
n Ct
sX
jD1
aij lj
1
A
ti D 1
(15)
for i D 1, : : : , s, where s is the number of stages.
Applying one iteration of Newton–Raphson method leads to
0
B@
l1i
k1i
t1i
1
CA D
0
B@
l0i
k0i
t0i
1
CA

0
BBBBBB@
M tai i @F.t
0
i , u
0
i , p0i /
@li
tai i @F.t
0
i , u
0
i , p0i /
@ki
tai i @F.t
0
i , u
0
i , p0i /
@ti
tai i @G.t
0
i , u
0
i /
@li
0 tai i @G.t
0
i , u
0
i /
@ti
0 0 1
1
CCCCCCA
1

0
BB@
l0i F.t0i , u0i , p0i /
G.t0i , u0i /
t0i  1
1
CCA (16)
where t0i D tn C t
0
@ i1X
jD1
aij tj C ai i t0i
1
A, u0i D un C t
0
@ i1X
jD1
aij lj C ai i l0i
1
A, p0i D pn C
t
0
@ i1X
jD1
aij kj C ai ik0i
1
A
.
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Considering l0i D 0, k0i D 0, t0i D 0, and t1i D 1 and iterating Newton–Raphson only once,
Equation (16) is equivalent to solve0
BB@

M 0
0 0

tai i
2
664
@F.ti , ui , pi /
@li
@F.ti , ui , pi /
@ki
@G.ti , ui /
@li
0
3
775
1
CCA

li
ki

D
 F .ti , ui , pi /
G .ti , ui /

Ctai i
2
664
@F.ti , ui , pi /
@ti
@G.ti , ui /
@ti
3
775 (17)
with ti D tn Ct
i1X
jD1
aij tj , ui D un Ct
i1X
jD1
aij lj , pi D pn Ct
i1X
jD1
aij kj .
Correction terms are then added in order to keep the same Jacobian and time derivative in all
stages, see [13, 32] for details. The resulting linear system of equations solving for li and ki is0
BB@

M 0
0 0

t
2
664
@F
@u
.tn, un, pn/
@F
@p
.tn, un, pn/
@G
@u
.tn, un/ 0
3
775
1
CCA

li
ki

D
2
6666664
F
0
@tn Ct ai , un Ct i1X
jD1
aij lj , pn Ct
i1X
jD1
aij kj
1
A
G
0
@tn Ct ai , un Ct i1X
jD1
aij lj ,
1
A
3
7777775
Ct
0
BB@
i1X
jD1
ij
2
664
@F
@u
.tn, un, pn/
@F
@p
.tn, un, pn/
@G
@u
.tn, un/ 0
3
775

lj
kj

C i
2
664
@F
@t
.tn, un, pn/
@G
@t
.tn, un/
3
775
1
CCA
(18)
for i D 1, : : : , s, where  , i , ij , ai , and aij are new parameters, where ai and i are then calculated
as follows [42]
a1 D 0, ai D
i1X
jD1
aij for i D 2, : : : , s,
and 1 D  , i D
i1X
jD1
ij C  for i D 2, : : : , s.
Note that this approach only requires the solution of s linear systems of nDOF equations with the
same matrix at each time step. Because the left-hand side matrix is independent of the stage number,
the same LU factorization can be used repeatedly for each stage.
Parameters  , i , ij , ai , aij , and bi have to be calculated for each Rosenbrock scheme, fulfill-
ing some order conditions to obtain a sufficient consistency order. In [42], it has been proved that
three-stage Rosenbrock method can not reach third order of accuracy for index-2 DAE, so four-stage
methods have to be used. Table VII gives the values of the parameters for a four-stage ROSI2Pw
method that reaches third order of accuracy for index-2 DAE.
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Table VII. Set of coefficients for the four-stage ROSI2Pw method [42].
 D 4.3586652150845900e1
a21 D 8.7173304301691801e1 21 D 8.7173304301691801e1
a31 D 7.8938917169345013e1 31 D 8.4175599602920992e1
a32 D 3.9389171693450180e2 32 D 1.2977652642309580e2
a41 D 6.2787416864263046e1 41 D 3.7964867148089526e1
a42 D 6.9295440480994763 42 D 8.3490231248017537
a43 D 6.5574182167421071 43 D 8.2928052747741905
b1 D 2.4822549716173517e1
b2 D 1.4194790767022774
b3 D 1.7353870580320832
b4 D 4.3586652150845900e1
Note that six-stage Rosenbrock methods have also been developed [43]. These schemes, for an
ODE and index-1 DAE problems, may attain order four, but they only reach third order for index-2
DAE. This is why in here, a four-stage Rosenbrock method is considered, and it will be further
compared with DIRK and IRK methods.
3.3. Asymptotic stability
The goal of this section is to recall the asymptotic stability properties of Rosenbrock and RK
methods, particularize them to the case of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations, and then
justify the choice of the skew-symmetric convective term defined in Equation (4a). It will actually
be seen that even though Rosenbrock and RK methods are supposed to be unconditionally stable, if
the space discretization is not correctly performed, the stability of the time-integration scheme may
be limited.
3.3.1. Analytical stability regions. As a step towards the study of the asymptotic properties of the
solution of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations, the linear homogeneous Oseen equations
are now considered. The results of asymptotic stability for this scheme can then be extended to the
nonlinear Navier–Stokes equations. The strong form of the unsteady incompressible homogeneous
Oseen problem is
@u
@t
 2r.rsu/C rpC .w  r/u D 0 in0,T Œ, (19a)
r u D 0 in0,T Œ, (19b)
where w is a given velocity field, with boundary and interface conditions (1c)–(1d) and initial
condition (1e). Its discretized form is
Pu C M1 .K C C/ u C M1Gp D 0, (20a)
GT u D 0. (20b)
where, now, all matrices M, K, C, and G are constant. Following the discussion of asymptotic prop-
erties of solutions of general linear DAEs and, in particular, the cases of index-2 DAEs in [20, 21],
system (19) is rewritten as a simpler equivalent DAE system. For this purpose, let A D M1 .K C C/
and H D M1G GT M1G	1 GT . From Equation (20b), we get
Hu D 0. (21)
Multiplying Equation (20a) by GT and solving for p, we get
p D  GT M1G	1 GT Œ Pu C Au . (22)
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Substituting Equation (22) in Equation (20a)
Pu C Au  M1G GT M1G	1 GT Œ Pu C AuD 0,
which can be written as
.I  H/ Pu C .I  H/Au D 0
or using Equation (21) and the fact that H is constant in time
Pz D  .I  H/Az, (23)
with z D .I  H/ u. Thus, the solution of Equation (20) consists of three parts: one ODE (23) for
the variable z D .I  H/ u and two algebraic equations (21) and (22), for z, u, and p. Studying
the eigenvalues of .I  H/A and using stability functions for RK or Rosenbrock schemes give a
necessary condition for the asymptotic stability of the solution.
A necessary condition for a stable scheme is that all the eigenvalues of .I  H/A lie in the sta-
bility region of the chosen RK or Rosenbrock scheme. For s-stage Rosenbrock and implicit RK
methods, the stability function is
R.´/D 1C ´bT .I  ´B/1en
where ´ D 	t , bT D .b1, b2, ..., bs/, Bij D aij C ij and en is a n 1 vector of 1 [14]. Note that
for IRK, all ij D 0. For instance, for the two-stage and three-stage Radau IIA-IRK methods, the
stability functions are
R.´/D 6C 2´
6 4´C ´2 for two-stage Radau IIA-IRK,
R.´/D 60C 24´C 3´
2
60 36´C 9´2  ´3 for three-stage Radau IIA-IRK,
with ´D 	t [14].
A necessary condition for stability is jR.	t/j 6 1, which must hold for all 	, that is, all eigen-
values of .I  H/A and any given time stept . That is, the method is A-stable. Furthermore, recall
that an A-stable method with jR.´/j ! 0 when ´ ! 1 is L-stable. Radau-IIA methods and
ROSI2Pw are examples of L-stable methods; their stability regions are shown in Figure 1. Note that
Re(z)
−10 −5 0 5 10
−5
0
5
10
IRK3
Im
(z)
-10
Ros
IRK2
Figure 1. Stability regions in the complex plane for Radau IIA implicit Runge–Kutta with two stages
(IRK2), three stages (IRK3), and ROSI2Pw Rosenbrock (Ros) methods. The stable regions correspond to
the areas outside the stability borders, that is, the gray areas.
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the four-stage DIRK method presented in Section 3.1 is also A-stable but not L-stable; see [41] for
further details.
Next, this analysis is applied to the Navier–Stokes or the Oseen equations. The conclusions are
that the discretization of the Navier–Stokes or the Oseen equations always leads to systems of DAEs
such that the eigenvalues of .I  H/A have negative real part provided that the skew-symmetric
form of the convective term is used (Remark 1). Thus, any method containing the left-hand side of
the complex plane (Re.´/6 0) in its stability region, such as the Radau IIA-IRK, four-stage DIRK,
and Rosenbrock methods, satisfies the necessary stability condition.
3.3.2. Numerical validation. The theoretical asymptotic stability study is developed for the Oseen
equations. Numerical examples are used to validate the extension of these results to the Navier–
Stokes equations and justify the choice of the skew-symmetric convective term defined in
Equation (4a). Here, a two-stage Radau IIA-IRK method is considered, but a similar rationale can
be applied to other RK or Rosenbrock methods.
An example with analytical solution proposed in [5] is considered. The incompressible Navier–
Stokes equations are solved in a 2D square domain  D0, 1=2Œ0, 1=2Œ with Dirichlet boundary
conditions on three sides and Neumann boundary condition on the fourth side ¹x D 0º. A body force
f D
0
BBB@
2 sin.xC t / sin.y C t /C cos.x  y C t /
C sin.xC y C 2t/C sin.xC t / cos.xC t /
2 cos.xC t / cos.y C t / cos.x  y C t /
 sin.xC y C 2t/ sin.y C t / cos.y C t /
1
CCCA
is imposed to have the analytical solution
u D

sin.xC t / sin.y C t /
cos.xC t / cos.y C t /

,
p D sin.x  y C t /.
(24)
A third-order approximation for velocities and a second-order for pressure (k D 3) are considered
with a characteristic mesh size hD 0.25.
First, a non-skew-symmetric form is considered for the convective term (Equation (5)). Figure 2
shows the distribution of 	t , with a small time-incrementt D 0.001, where 	 are the eigenvalues
of .I  H/A, for two Reynolds numbers, Re D 300 and Re D 400.
When a non-skew-symmetric convective term is used, some eigenvalues become positive when
the Reynolds number is increased, entering the unstable zone of the two-stage Radau IIA-IRK
method, as seen in Figure 2(d). Note that it is also possible to check whether the eigenvalues are
all in the stable region by computing max.jR.´/j/, where R is the stability function of the method;
when max.jR.´/j/ > 1, the method is unstable.
Figure 3 shows the velocity vectors obtained at time t D 1 forRe D 300, 400. Note that forRe D
300, the solution is stable because all the eigenvalues are in the stable part, max.jR.´/j/ D 1.000.
Whereas for Re D 400, the solution obtained is not accurate because some eigenvalues are positive.
In this case, max.jR.´/j/D 1.002. This suggests that, in practice, the stability condition previously
stated is a necessary and sufficient condition.
The skew-symmetric form (4a) is now used. A higher Reynolds number is considered, Re D
1000, to show that the scheme obtained is now unconditionally stable. Indeed, it can be seen in
Figure 4 that all 	t , with a large time-increment t D 0.1, have negative real part and there-
fore remain in the stability region. In that case, the solution of the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations is unconditionally stable for any Reynolds number for the two-stage Radau IIA-IRK
scheme.
Although the theoretical stability analysis provides a necessary condition for the asymptotic
stability of the solution of the incompressible Oseen equations, numerical experiments show that, in
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Figure 2. Distribution of 	t marked with , using a non-skew-symmetric convective term, for Re D 300
(left), Re D 400 (right), k D 3, hD 0.25,t D 0.001, and stability border for two-stage Radau IIA implicit
Runge–Kutta scheme. The gray part is the stability region.
Figure 3. Velocity vectors at t D 1 for Re D 300, 400, for k D 3, hD 0.25, t D 0.001.
practice, this is actually also a sufficient condition. Moreover, the same results stand when applied
to the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations, as long as the space discretization of the convec-
tive term is correctly implemented. Note that because the stability region of Rosenbrock methods
includes the entire half complex plane with negative real part, the same unconditional stability
properties apply.
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Figure 4. Distribution of 	t marked with  (a) and velocity vectors (b) at t D 1, using a skew-symmetric
convective term, for Re D 1000, k D 3, hD 0.25, and t D 0.1.
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
After the stability analysis, two numerical examples are considered to show the applicability of the
proposed methods. An example with analytical solution is used first to compare Rosenbrock, DIRK,
and IRK methods with a classical CN method from accuracy and cost points of view. The flow past
a cylinder example is then used to further compare the two selected methods, four-stage Rosen-
brock and three-stage IRK. In both examples, the IPM-DG formulation with piecewise solenoidal
approximations described in Section 2 is employed. The goal of this section is to recommend high-
order time-integration schemes, matching the spatial high accuracy obtained, thanks to the chosen
DG formulation.
4.1. Runge–Kutta, Rosenbrock, and Crank–Nicolson accuracy and cost comparison
The unsteady example with analytical solution proposed in Section 3.3 is now used to compare the
accuracy and relative cost of the proposed methods. Here, third-order methods, such as two-stage
Radau IIA-IRK, four-stage DIRK, and four-stage Rosenbrock (ROSI2Pw), are compared with the
three-stage Radau IIA-IRK and with a classical second-order CN method. Note that, as commented
in Section 3.3, all methods are unconditionally stable for incompressible Navier–Stokes problems
for the chosen discretization scheme. The goal of this section is thus to determine which method is
more suitable to solve incompressible flow problems with high accuracy. Several third-order meth-
ods are compared with them and also with a fifth-order IRK method to see if its extra cost is balanced
by the extra precision obtained.
Polynomial interpolation of degree k D 4 for velocity and 3 for pressure is chosen, and two uni-
form meshes are used, one of 800 elements (20,880 DOFs), where h D 0.025, and another one of
1800 elements (46,920 DOFs), where hD 0.0167. To avoid numerical error, the calculation is made
until a final time t D 1. The initial condition prescribes the analytical solution (24) on the whole
domain.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the normalized L2-error (that is, the L2-error divided by the
L2-norm of the exact velocity) under t refinement when solving Equation (6) for velocity and
hybrid pressure for 800-element and 1800-element meshes. CN exhibits its theoretical conver-
gence rate, 2 for both velocity and pressure. For velocity, slightly suboptimal convergence rates are
obtained with two-stage IRK, four-stage DIRK, and Rosenbrock methods. Nevertheless, by decreas-
ing the mesh size h from 0.025 to 0.0167, the slope of the convergence curves increases as t is
refined, and consequently, convergence rates get closer to the optimal third order of convergence.
Although the four-stage Rosenbrock method used here is expected to reach third order of accuracy
for hybrid pressure [42], numerical examples only show second order, which is the same order as
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Figure 5. Unsteady analytical example: velocity and hybrid pressure L2-errors, for Crank–Nicolson (CN),
four-stage Rosenbrock, four-stage diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta (DIRK), and two-stage and three-stage
implicit Runge–Kutta (IRK) methods, k D 4.
the one expected and obtained for two-stage IRK and four-stage DIRK. Three-stage IRK shows the
expected fifth order of convergence in velocity and third in pressure.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the normalized L2-error of interior pressure undert refinement
when solving the post-processing (7) using the time derivative fourth-order approximation (8). Note
that for the different methods, the orders of convergence obtained for interior pressure are the same
as the hybrid pressure ones.
In any case, as expected from the theoretical orders of convergence, for the same time step, clearly
higher accuracy and convergence rate are obtained with the three-stage IRK method, and among the
third-order methods, four-stage DIRK method is the most accurate.
Figure 5 shows how, for the same time step, the high-order three-stage IRK method provides
higher accuracy compared with classical CN or any third-order methods. Nevertheless, it is also the
most expensive method. Compared with CN, the three-stage IRK method requires three times more
evaluations of the convective residue and leads to a three-time larger linear system of equations to
be solved at each iteration. It is important to note that CN, four-stage DIRK, and two-stage and
three-stage IRK methods all require computing the iterations of a nonlinear solver, here Broyden
method, at each time step. This is not the case for Rosenbrock methods, which require four times
more evaluations of the convective residue than CN and in which a linear system is to be solved at
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Figure 6. Unsteady analytical example: interior pressure L2-errors, for Crank–Nicolson (CN), four-stage
Rosenbrock, four-stage diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta (DIRK), and two-stage and three-stage implicit
Runge–Kutta (IRK) methods, k D 4.
each time step. Furthermore, although four-stage Rosenbrock methods require solving four linear
systems in each time step, they have the same matrix; thus, the same factorization can be used with a
computational time similar to the solution of the linear system to be solved for CN in each iteration
and time step. Thus, Rosenbrock methods are promising in front of CN and may be competitive
in front of DIRK and IRK. This is why after performing an accuracy study, it is now necessary to
compare the computational costs of each method.
Figure 7 compares the normalized L2-errors of velocity and hybrid pressures obtained with CN,
four-stage DIRK, four-stage Rosenbrock, and two-stage and three-stage Radau IIA-IRK methods
as a function of cost. Results are depicted for both the 800-element (above) and the 1800-element
(below) meshes. A Broyden method is used for the solution of the nonlinear system for CN, DIRK,
and IRK, iterating until fulfilling a convergence criteria where the tolerance parameter for the stop-
ping criteria is 
 D ctp , with p the theoretical order of convergence of the method and c a positive
constant. A direct solver is used for solving linear systems. Note that the cost here is defined
as follows
cost D CPU time for 1 iteration with a given method
CPU time for 1 iteration with CN
 number of iterations
It should be emphasized that the computing time depends on the implementation of the methods.
The code used here is a research/development code, which surely can be further optimized. Nev-
ertheless, all routines for the solution process (matrix and vector generation and assembly, linear
solver) are the same for every method. Thus, it is expected that the correlation of CPU times is a fair
comparison for the relative cost of each studied method. Moreover, results, which are consistent, are
shown for the two used meshes.
Figure 7 shows that among the third-order methods, Rosenbrock is clearly the method perform-
ing with the highest efficiency, both for velocity and hybrid pressure. When comparing it with the
three-stage Radau IIA-IRK method, it can be seen that at lower accuracy, Rosenbrock is also more
efficient. But at high accuracy, the higher order of convergence for the three-stage Radau IIA-IRK
balances its increased cost per iteration, and it becomes the most efficient method.
As the number of unknowns increases, for instance for a finer mesh, the size of the matrix also
grows. This increment in the system size is much more important for the three-stage IRK compared
with Rosenbrock method. Consequently, Rosenbrock methods become even more efficient at low
accuracies. Only at high accuracy, high-order three-stage IRK outperforms the other methods giving
a better precision-to-cost ratio.
Here, academic problems are used in the numerical examples, and consequently, direct solvers
have been employed. However, to solve problems of practical engineering interest, iterative solvers
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Figure 7. Unsteady analytical example: velocity and hybrid pressure L2-errors, as a function of cost for
Crank–Nicolson (CN), four-stage Rosenbrock, four-stage diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta (DIRK), and
two-stage and three-stage implicit Runge–Kutta (IRK) methods, k D 4. Cost is defined as the ratio between
the cost of one iteration of a given method and the cost of one iteration of CN multiplied by the number of
time iterations.
are required. The efficiency of iterative solvers depends on the condition number of the result-
ing matrices. A comparison of condition numbers, depending on the method used and for various
Reynolds numbers, is presented in Figure 8. These results have been obtained for the 1800-element
mesh, k D 4, with t D 0.01 and at a time t D 1. For the Rosenbrock method, the considered
matrix is the one resulting from Equation (18). For DIRK and IRK methods, the resulting nonlinear
systems are solved using Broyden’s method. The condition number considered is thus the one of the
approximated Jacobian of the resulting system of equations. For DIRK, the matrix resulting from
one stage, i D 2, 3, or 4, in Equation (14) is considered (recall that for DIRK methods, approximated
Jacobians are independent of the stage number) and for IRK, the matrix resulting from the coupled
system of equations, that is, i D 1, 2 for two-stage IRK and i D 1, 2, 3 for three-stage IRK. Similar
results are obtained when considering the exact Jacobian instead of the approximated one. Figure 8
shows that the condition number for Rosenbrock and IRK methods decreases when the Reynolds
number increases. The resulting matrix for three-stage IRK, which is the largest one, is the worst
conditioned. DIRK presents better conditioning at low Reynolds number, but it then increases with
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Figure 8. Condition number for Rosenbrock, diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta (DIRK), and implicit
Runge–Kutta (IRK) methods, for 1800 elements, k D 4, t D 0.01 and at a time t D 1.
higher values of Reynolds number. On the whole, Rosenbrock thus exhibits the best conditioning:
it is not negatively affected by the increase of the Reynolds number, and it shows lower values than
IRK methods.
This example shows that three-stage IRK gives the most accurate solution but that among the pro-
posed methods, four-stage Rosenbrock is the most performant. It is, in general, more efficient than
three-stage IRK, in particular, when the size of the problem is increased, and its resulting matrix
is also better conditioned. It is obvious that these are preliminary results for a 2D analytical case;
further studies in 3D should confirm these conclusions. Meanwhile, to compare more deeply these
two selected methods (four-stage Rosenbrock and three-stage IRK), the classical flow past a circle
example is studied next.
4.2. Flow past a circle
In the present section, we consider a mixed Dirichlet/Neumann problem simulating the flow past
a circle, with diameter D D 1, in a uniform stream. In this example, a high-order mesh generator
EZ4U is used [44] because of its high-order export feature, which generates middle edge nodes over
curves of the domain and inner face nodes that follow curved edges of the elements.
An unstructured mesh of 472 fourth-order elements is used, as seen in Figure 9 . These fourth-
order elements are used for numerical integration and in the postprocessing. Fourth-order piecewise
solenoidal approximation for the velocity (k D 4) and third-order for pressure are used in this com-
putation. Dirichlet boundary condition uD D .1, 0/ is imposed on the inlet and no-slip condition,
uD D .0, 0/, on the circle. Homogeneous Neumann conditions are imposed on the three other sides.
Initial conditions prescribe a unitary velocity field u0 D .1, 0/ on the whole domain, except on the
Figure 9. Flow past a circle: unstructured mesh of 472 fourth-order elements.
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circle boundary where u0 D .0, 0/. The flow pattern depends on the Reynolds number defined here
as Re D u1D=, where u1 is the mean fluid velocity, here u1 D 1.
For low Reynolds number (1 6 Re 6 50), it is well known that the solution reaches a stationary
state. Here, a Reynolds number of Re D 100 is considered, leading to a periodic solution. First, a
reference solution is calculated, using three-stage Radau IIA-IRK with a time step t D 0.025 on
the time interval Œ0, 100 and a smaller t D 0.005 on Œ100, 120, to better capture the period of
the periodic flow pattern. Once the flow passes the transient phase and reaches a periodic solution,
vortex shedding is observed, that is, the flow detaches successively from the top and from the bottom
of the circle, creating vortices. This happens in an alternating manner and this non-symmetric flow
pattern is known as Von Karman vortex. Note that Figure 10 shows that these vortices are correctly
captured even on a rather coarse mesh.
The periodic behavior of the solution can also be captured by the evolution of the lift coefficient
CL, which is defined by the following integral along the circle
CL D
Z 2
0
yd
where y is the y-component of the normal component of the Cauchy stress tensor  D pn C
2.n  rs/u. Roshko [45] experimentally established the relation between the Strouhal number and
the Reynolds number for flows past a circle and for Reynolds numbers between 90 and 150 as
S D 0.212

1 21.2
Re

. (25)
The Strouhal number is a dimensionless number describing oscillating flow mechanisms, defined
from the frequency of vortex shedding fS as
S D fSD
u1
,
with D and u1 the characteristic length and velocity of the problem previously defined. Here, the
measured period is T D 5.96, which corresponds to S D 0.168. Thus, it is in good agreement with
experimental results and reported numerical simulations [45, 46], as shown in Table VIII.
Figure 10. Flow past a circle: velocity vectors in the vicinity of the circle for Re D 100, periodic phase, for
the three-stage Radau IIA implicit Runge–Kutta reference solution, with a time step t D 0.025.
Table VIII. Flow past a circle: Strouhal number results for Re D 100.
Three-stage IRK Roshko (25) Simo [46]
S 0.168 0.1671 0.167
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Figure 11. Flow past a circle: evolution of the relative error of lift coefficient with time, with respect to the
reference implicit Runge–Kutta (IRK) solution witht D 0.025, for the IRK method witht D 0.2 and for
the Rosenbrock method with t D 0.05.
Now, to further compare four-stage Rosenbrock and three-stage IRK methods, these two meth-
ods are considered for an equivalent computational cost. That is, a four times larger value of t
is chosen for the three-stage IRK (t D 0.2) compared with a four-stage Rosenbrock (t D 0.05).
Figure 11 shows, for the same computational cost, the relative error obtained with both methods
relative to the reference solution. It can be seen that the Rosenbrock solution shows more noise in
the transient phase and also presents a small phase shift once the periodic state is reached. Further-
more, the relative error for the Rosenbrock in the periodic solution is approximately 60%, whereas
the error of IRK method is 5%. Note that if a reference solution is taken using a Rosenbrock method
with t D 0.01, the same conclusions as with the IRK reference solution apply. In this example,
using a three-stage IRK method allows obtaining higher accuracy, even with relatively larger values
of t and at a competitive cost compared with Rosenbrock methods. Nevertheless, in larger or in
3D problems, Rosenbrock would compensate its lower accuracy by its higher efficiency.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The incompressible Navier–Stokes equations are interpreted as a system of DAE, that is, a sys-
tem of ODEs corresponding to the conservation of momentum equation, plus algebraic constraints
corresponding to the incompressibility condition. A high-order DG formulation with solenoidal
approximations is used for space discretization, aiming to reach high orders of accuracy in space.
Time-integration methods are then proposed to reach similar high order of accuracy in time. Within
available RK methods, semi-implicit (DIRK) and fully implicit RK (IRK) methods are considered
to solve this index-2 DAE system. In particular, between the available IRK schemes, Radau IIA-
IRK methods are chosen because, for a given number of stages, they reach the highest order of
convergence with the same order of convergence for velocity as for ODEs, and within the DIRK
methods, a four-stage one is contemplated, reaching third order of convergence. A third-order four-
stage Rosenbrock method, which avoids the solution of nonlinear systems at each time step, is also
considered.
The unconditionally asymptotic stability of IRK and Rosenbrock schemes for DAE systems for
incompressible Navier–Stokes problem is theoretically contemplated and then confirmed, as long as
the space discretization is correctly implemented, through a numerical example.
A numerical example with analytical solution shows that four-stage Rosenbrock method stands
out between third-order methods (such as four-stage DIRK and two-stage IRK) and that it is more
efficient than CN method for the solution of incompressible Navier–Stokes problems. Although
three-stage IRK performs very well when higher accuracy is needed, four-stage Rosenbrock shows
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an increasing efficiency with respect to three-stage IRK when the size of the problem gets big-
ger. The classical benchmark example of the flow past a circle confirms these results. It is obvious
that these are preliminary results for a 2D analytical case. Further studies in 3D should confirm
these conclusions.
APPENDIX A
A.1. Implementation of the semi-discretized system
In the following, solenoidal vector functions are discretized in each elementk (for k D 1, : : : ,nel)
with a solenoidal vector basis ki defined as
v D
nbfuX
iD1
ki v
k
i ink ,
with some scalar coefficients vki , where nbfu is the number of basis functions for the interpolation
of the velocity in each element. The solenoidal discrete space in k is denoted as S.k/ WD<
ki >
nbfu
iD1 . Hybrid pressure is discretized on each side e (for e D 1, : : : ,nedge) as
Qp D
nbfpX
iD1
 ei Qpei on e .
Moreover, for every side e or face in 3D, `.e, 1/ and `.e, 2/ respectively denote the num-
bers of the first element (left element) and the second element (right element) sharing the side.
Figure A.I shows an example where side 13 is shared by elements 37 and 22, thus for this side
`.13, 1/D 37 and `.13, 2/D 22.
Implementation of Equation (6) is performed using this notation. For example, Mk , Kk (for
k D 1, : : : ,nel), K`.e,˛/,`.e,ˇ/ and G`.e,˛/,e (for ˛,ˇ D 1, 2 and e D 1, : : : ,nedge/ are block
matrices given by

Mk

ij
D
Z
k
ki  kj d, for i , j D 1 : : :nbfu,

Kk

ij
D
Z
k
2rski :rskj d, for i , j D 1 : : :nbfu,
h
K`.e,˛/,`.e,ˇ/
i
ij
D C11
Z
e
n`.e,˛/ ˝ `.e,˛/i :.n`.e,ˇ/ ˝ `.e,ˇ/j / d

Z
e
.rs`.e,˛/i /:.n`.e,ˇ/ ˝ `.e,ˇ/j / d

Z
e
n`.e,˛/ ˝ `.e,˛/i :.rs`.e,ˇ/j / d for i , j D 1 : : :nbfu,
h
G`.e,˛/,e
i
ij
D
Z
e
.n`.e,˛/ ˝ `.e,˛/i / j for i D 1 : : :nbfu, j D 1 : : :nbfp.
Figure A.I. Elements 37 and 22 share face 13; n37 and n22 are respectively exterior unit normals to
37 and 22.
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Matrices M, K, and G of respective sizes .nelnbfu  nelnbfu/, .nelnbfu  nelnbfu/, and
.nelnbfu  nedgenbfp/ are then assembled. Note that the convection matrix C and the vectors
of nodal values, f1 and f2, or the approximation coefficients of velocity and pressure respectively,
are computed in a similar way to obtain the discretized form (10).
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